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Recent Work in Victorian Studies and the Bildungsroman  
 
Sara Lyons 
University of Kent 
 
Abstract: This article evaluates recent work in Victorian Studies on the 
Bildungsroman, with particular attention to how scholars negotiate the legacy of 
)UDQFR0RUHWWL·Vbravura reading of the form, The Way of the World: The 
Bildungsroman in European Culture (1987). It concludes by suggesting that Georg  
Lukács·GLVFXVVLRQRIWKH¶1RYHORI'LViOOXVLRQPHQW·LQKLVTheory of the Novel (1914-
5) offers a means of moving beyond the critical impasse that the bildungsroman has 
come to represent. 
 
 
It is by now a convention for critics to approach the question of the bildungsroman 
with confessions of anxiety or weariness. It is one of the most controversial terms in 
literary study, afflicted by both promiscuous and precious definitions, and the 
challenge of summarising the existing scholarship is too much for the introductory 
chapter of many monographs devoted to the topic, let alone to be dispatched easily 
in a paragraph or footnote by the scholar who only wants to address it in passing. 
Likewise, critical debate over its meaning is at once extremely narrow ² focussed on 
the conclusions of a handful of canonical novels ² and freighted with high stakes, 
since the form is often taken to be coextensive with the history of literary realism, the 
history of the novel, the history of aesthetics, the history of Romanticism, or, as a 
recent cULWLFSXWVLW¶WKHKXPDQLVWRULJLQVWRU\RIFXOWXUH·)HGHU2014, p. 19). Some 
of the contention is traceable to the indeterminacy of the German word bildung, 
ZKLFKLVWUDQVODWHGLQWR(QJOLVKYDULRXVO\DV¶GHYHORSPHQW·¶HGXFDWLRQ·
¶DSSUHQWLFHVKLS·¶VHlf-FXOWXUH·¶DFFXOWXUDWLRQ·RU¶IRUPDWLRQ·DQGJHQHUDWHV
controversy about the extent to which the phenomenon must be understood in the 
context of the German literary tradition or German idealist philosophy, or even more 
exclusively in relation to the archetypal bildungsroman, Johann Wolfgang von 
*RHWKH·VWilhelm Meister·V Apprenticeship (1795-6). The seemingly irresistible appeal 
of this generic category to Anglophone literary scholars arises from the suggestion, 
first made by Wilhelm Dilthey, that it fuses form and ideology with a sense of 
organic inevitability. In a 1906 collection of essays, Poetry and Experience, Dilthey 
claimed that the genre depicts an introspective youth who 
  
enters life in a happy state of naivete [but] comes into conflict with the hard 
realities of the world [«and] grows to maturity through diverse life 
experiences  >«@A lawlike development is discerned in the individual life; 
each of its levels has intrinsic value and is at the same time the basis for a 
higher level. /LIH·Vdissonances and conflicts appear as necessary transitions 





The classic bildungsroman is thus often read as a conservative fable of 
socialisation: the Romantic youth progressively adjusts his or her desires for 
freedom and creative fulfilment to the demands of society, and this process is 
sanctified as the attainment of maturity. Such novels make social conformity appear 
profoundly seductive precisely because they acknowledge its ambivalent character: 
in Georg Lukács·ZRUGV (1971)WKH\PDNHVHHP¶WKHIUXLWRIDULFKDQGHQULFKLQJ
resignation, the crowning of a process of education; a maturity attained by struggle 
DQGHIIRUW·p. 133). What is more, the form imposes a sense of aesthetic necessity 
upon this process: the mistakes and illusions of the hero or heroine are all ultimately 
turned to account and harmonised into self-mastery, so that the resolution of plot 
and character development form a pleasing whole. At the level of allegory, the 
apparent conflicts between poetic ideals and social reality, individual and the state, 
are dialectically resolved, with the protagonist coming to recognise his or her desires 
can be fulfilled most truly through custom and dutiful citizenship. To quote Lukács 
again, the bildungsroman thereby makes social convention appear not a rigid set of 
UXOHVEXWDQRUJDQLFSKHQRPHQRQ¶SDUWLDOO\RSHQWRSHQHWUDWLRQE\OLYLQJPHDQLQJ·
(p. 137). 
The fact that very few novels actually follow this pattern ² and that it does not 
do justice even to Wilhelm Meister ² has not deterred critics from identifying the 
bildungsroman as a form defined by a coercive sense of teleology and normativity, 
and from scrutinising virtually all novels for the degree to which they rebel against 
the alleged tyranny of its logic. This has in turn led Marc Redfield (1996) to debunk 
the bildungsroman DVD¶SKDQWRPIRUPDWLRQ·DVSHFWUHFRQMXUHGE\the contradictions 
RI5RPDQWLFLVP·V¶DHVWKHWLFLGHRORJ\·DQGWKHIDQWDVLHVRIOLWHUDU\FULWLFVp. 63). Yet 
HYHQ5HGILHOG·VIRUELGGLQJGHFRQVWUXFWLYHUHDGLQJKDVIDLOHGWRVWHPWKHWLGHRIQHZ
monographs and essays on the subject. This is not simply evidence of scholarly 
perversity. Critics are reluctant to give up the generic ideal of the bildungsroman 
because it grants them a clear charter for analysing aesthetics and politics 
simultaneously; in particular, as Tobias Boes (2006) has pointed out, it has furnished 
critics with a framework for reading a large body of feminist, postcolonial, and 
ethnic coming-of-age novels in terms both of political resistance and formal 
experiment. The impulse to return to the problem of the bildungsroman among 
Anglophone literary critics is also surely because the most influential modern 
UHDGLQJRIWKHIRUP)UDQFR0RUHWWL·VThe Way of the World: the Bildungsroman in 
European Culture (1987), is at once so exhilarating and disappointing for them: it 
exalts the Continental bildungsroman as the most exemplary and politically telling 
form of modern literature, ignores the American tradition altogether, and treats the 
(QJOLVKQRYHOZLWKRSHQFRQWHPSWFDOOLQJLW¶WKHZRUVWQRYHORIWKH:HVW·( p. 214). 
Moretti anoints the European bildungsroman DVWKH¶V\PEROLFIRUPRI
PRGHUQLW\·p. 5); to read it is to grasp how bourgeois subjectivity legitimates itself to 
LWVHOIWKURXJKDUWIXOO\FDOLEUDWHGFRPSURPLVHV,Q0RUHWWL·VPHPRUDEOHIRUPXODWLRQ
WKHSURWDJRQLVW·VJUDGXDODFFRPPRGDWLRQRI his quixotic ideals to the ways of the 
ZRUOGDOOHJRULVHV¶KRZWKH)UHQFK5HYROXWLRQFRXOGKDYHEHHQDYRLGHG·p. 64). In 
his readings of French and German novels, the conservatism of the bildungsroman 
always seems intelligent and never facile; even if a somewhat evasive compromise 
with capitalism is their final destination, bildungsromane by Goethe, Honoré de 
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Balzac, Gustave Flaubert, and Stendhal reckon honestly with the dilemmas of 
modernity. Not so with the English novel: where the Continental protagonist comes 
to terms with the contradictions of modern life, the English protagonist pretends 
modernity has not happened and sees no point in growing up. Sparing only George 
(OLRW·VQRYHOV0RUHWWLGLVPLVVHVWKH(QJOLVKbildungsroman as a sSHFLHVRIFKLOGUHQ·s 
literature: it offers not a narrative of initiation but a fantasy of regression; its heroes 
and heroines are impervious simpletons, embodying a Manichean view of morality 
and a complacent national politics. 
Anglophone literary critics could hardly rest content with this assessment: 
Moretti suggests that the English bildungsroman is so morally and politically vacuous 
that it is scarcely worth reading, let alone analysing (he is mainly slighting Charlotte 
Brontë·V Jane Eyre >@DQG&KDUOHV'LFNHQV·QRYHOs). Even if a critic is more 
interested in ideology critique than in defending the artistic worth of the English 
QRYHO0RUHWWL·VDFFRXQWLVOLNHO\WREHconstraining, since he makes nineteenth-
century English society, or at least the version of it deducible from the novel, seem 
virtually feudal in its inertia. (Somewhat contradictorily, however, he also suggests 
that the vapid protagonists of the English bildungsroman reflect a more democratic 
and therefore presumably more modern national ethos than is manifest in 
Continental examples of the form [pp. 189-192].) The one interesting feature that 
Moretti grants the English bildungsroman is its preoccupation with legalistic 
conceptions of justice, reflected in the prominence of court room scenes, accusations, 
interrogations, and forms of testimony within its pages, but this too he understands 
as a manifestation of its fairytale moralism (p. 213). Moretti also proclaims that the 
age of the bildungsroman exhausts itself with Eliot, thereby excluding many 
commonly read and taught late nineteenth-century novels from consideration under 
its aegis (pp. 223-28). 
In recent critical work on the Victorian bildungsroman, 0RUHWWL·VWay of the 
World remains the authoritative book that everyone cites, and most critics proceed 
by attempting to refine or contest its arguments. In what follows, I consider the 
H[WHQWWRZKLFKUHFHQWFULWLFLVPKDVVXFFHHGHGLQFRPSOLFDWLQJ0RUHWWL·VDFFRXQWRI
the Victorian bildungsroman, and conclude with my own proposal for how we might 
move beyond it.  
 
Beautiful Souls: Religion, Morality, and Aestheticism 
 
Although Moretti does not say so explicitly, his complaints about the fairytale logic 
and moral absolutism of the English bildungsroman might be understood as an 
aversion to the more conspicuous presence of religion, or at least religious morality, 
LQLWWKDQLQWKH&RQWLQHQWDOWUDGLWLRQ.HOVH\/%HQQHWW·VPrinciple and Propensity: 
Experience and Religion in the Nineteenth-Century British and American Bildungsroman 
(2014) makes the case for the centrality of religion to the bildungsroman tradition and 
reads Brontë·V Jane Eyre, 'LFNHQV·V David Copperfield +HQU\-DPHV·VThe 
Portrait of a Lady DQG+HUPDQ0HOYLOOH·VPierre (1852) in relation to Protestant 
theological traditions, specifically the legacies of John Wesley and Jonathan 
Edwards. Bennett traces the connections between English and American Evangelical 
movements and German Pietism, and highlights the presence of Count Nikolaus 
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Zizendorf and the Moravian Church in Wilhelm Meister. She suggests that 
nineteenth-century bildungsromane grapple with theological questions about human 
agency, divine will, and salvation that animated the Evangelical Revival in England 
and the Great Awakening in the United States, and this provides the rationale for 
examining the form as the product of transatlantic Protestant culture. Her broad 
distinction between Arminian and antinomian strains in nineteenth-century 
religious thinking ³ in her construal, the first grants greater scope to human will 
and good works, while the second has a Calvinist emphasis upon human impotence 
DQGWKHZRUOG·VGHSUDYLW\³ is a suggestive framework for interpreting the 
bildungsroman, since it maps onto oppositions between world and self, action and 
reflection, which are commonly understood as the dialectical motors of the form.  
 Although Bennett seeks to correct the tendency of scholars, including Moretti, 
to treat the bildungsroman as an essentially secular phenomenon, her efforts to 
delineate its religious character actually tend to legitimate secular interpretations: 
while it is true that the concept of bildung has theological roots, her readings 
consistently reveal the extent to which the bildungsroman posits religious 
commitments as something to be renounced or incorporated into a more expansive, 
secular vision. Her book thus demonstrates not the vitality of religion so much as the 
significance of its symbolic marginalisation in the bildungsroman, and I often wished 
WKDWVKHKDGDQDO\VHGWKHLPSOLFDWLRQVRIWKHIRUP·VVHFXODULVLQJGULYHPRUHGLUHFWO\
Nonetheless, her book illuminates the extent to which nineteenth-century 
bildungsroman are faithful to the example of Wilhelm Meister insofar as they grant 
VHULRXVFRQVLGHUDWLRQWRWKHLGHDRIWKH¶%HDXWLIXO6RXO·%RRNRIWilhelm Meister 
LQFOXGHVWKHLQWHUSRODWHG¶&RQIHVVLRQV·RIDZRPDQZKRZLWKGUDZVIURPDULVWRcratic 
society into a life of religious asceticism. As Bennett notes, the status of the 
¶&RQIHVVLRQV·LQWKHFRQWH[WRIWKHQRYHODVDZKROHLVDPELJXRXVLt is not clear if 
Goethe ennobles or pathologises her intense religiosity, though it evidently 
repreVHQWVDIRUPRIRWKHUZRUOGOLQHVVWKDWLVXQWHQDEOHIRUWKHQRYHO·VKHUR,QSDUW
because of the tendency to read it through thHSULVPRI*:)+HJHO·VGLVFXVVLRQV
RIWKH%HDXWLIXO6RXOWKHPHWKH¶&RQIHVVLRQV·LVRIWHQWDNHQDVDFULWLTXHRID
solipsistic personality type, one who attempts to protect his or her sense of inner 
perfection by turning away from the world but who thereby only impoverishes his 
or her own humanity. In Phenomenology of Spirit (1807), Hegel ZULWHVWKDW¶%HDXWLIXO
6RXO¶OLYHVLQdread of besmirching the splendour of its inner being by action and an 
existence; and, in order to preserve the purity of its heart, it flees from contact from 
the actual world, and persists in its self-ZLOOHGLPSRWHQFH·(1977, p. 400).  
Bennett is preoccupLHGZLWKWKH3LHWLVWLFGLPHQVLRQVRIWKH¶&RQIHVVLRQV·DQG
with specific tenets of Protestant theology in her chosen novels, and she does not 
pose the question her study seems to provoke: why is religious asceticism so often 
accorded a privileged, but ultimately marginal, role in the bildungsroman? Why, in 
Jane Eyre, is it constructed as a temptation to be resisted, one that poses an equal or 
SHUKDSVJUHDWHUWKUHDWWRWKHKHURLQH·VVRXOWKDQLOOLFLWVH[XDOLW\"%HQQHWWGRHVQRW
make this point explicitly, but the powerful allure that varieties of asceticism and 
quietism ³ both religious and secularised ³ hold for the protagonists of 
bildungsromane by Eliot, James, Thomas Hardy, and Walter Pater, attest to the 
SHUVLVWHQFHRIWKH¶%HDXWLIXO6RXO·WKHPHLQ$QJOR-American renderings of the form. 
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This persistence in turn suggests a more philosophically serious form of ambivalence 
toward modernity than the mere fetishisation of naivety that Moretti detected in the 
English bildungsroman. 7KH¶%HDXWLIXO6RXO·WKHPHPD\LQIDFWUHSUHVHQWDFULWLFDO
thread running from *RHWKH·VWilhelm Meister DQG+HJHO·VSKLORVRSK\through 
nineteenth-century and modernist bildungsromane. As Drew Milne (2002) has 
suggested, +HJHO·VDQDO\VLV RIWKH¶%HDXWLIXO6RXO·archetype resonates with the 
ethical and political equivocations of modernist art as well as with the modernist 
ideal of the artist, who similarly embodies D¶GLVVLGHQWGHOLFDF\·DQG¶LQZDUGO\
GHWHUPLQHG>«@VHFXODUVDLQWOLQHVV· (p. 64). *RHWKH·VDQG+HJHO·VWUHDWPHQWRIWKH
Beautiful Soul theme are equally suggestive reference points for analysing how 
nineteenth-century bildungsromane such as Middlemarch (1871), Roderick Hudson 
(1875), Daniel Deronda (1876), Portrait of a Lady, and Jude the Obscure (1895) explore 
the attractions and dangers of moral or religious idealism in the modern world.  
 In the Oxford Handbook to the Victorian Novel -XOLD3UHZLWW%URZQ·V
essay on the bildungsroman DFFHSWV0RUHWWL·VFODLPWKDWWKH(QJOLVKbildungsroman is 
distinguished by its moralism and fairytale elements, but unlike him, she treats these 
features as a mark of complexity. Drawing on Walter Benjamin, she reads the 
didactic impulse of the English bildungsroman as a residue of its archaic origins in 
myth and fairytale, and gives a compelling account of how their mixture of realism 
and fantasy destabilises their efforts to rationalise the modern social order. In 
particular, she draws a GLVWLQFWLRQEHWZHHQWKH¶QRYHORIDFFRXQWDELOLW\·DQGWKH
¶QRYHORIHPSRZHUPHQW·7KHILUVWFDWHJRU\RIbildungsromane, in which she places 
-DQH$XVWHQ·VEmma DQG'LFNHQV·VGreat Expectations (1861), pivots on the 
SURWDJRQLVW·VFRPLQJWRWHUPVZLWKKLVRUKHUVHQVHRIPRUDOUHVSRQVLELOLW\IRUD
single dramatic event, and tends to be grounded more fully in social realism. The 
second category, in which she places Jane Eyre and David Copperfield, is preoccupied 
ZLWKWKHSURWDJRQLVW·VTXHVWIRUVRFLDOVWDWXVDQGLVPRUHFOHDUO\LQGHEWHGWR
fairytale structures. Prewitt Brown also addresses the common perception that the 
fairytale aggrandisement of the hero or heroine in the latter type of bildungsroman 
has ugly moral and political implications. In response, she mounts a vigorous 
GHIHQFHRIWKH¶HWKLFDOLQWHJULW\·RIDavid Copperfield and Jane Eyre, attempting to 
demonstrate that when readers detect hypocrisy or aggression in the protagonists, 
they are reacting not to the political unconscious of these novels but to Bronts·VDQG
'LFNHQV·VXEWOHW\DVPRUDOSV\FKRORJLVWV 
 Jesse 5RVHQWKDO·VGood Form: The Ethical Experience of the Victorian Novel (2017) 
also mounts a defence of the moralistic tendencies of the English bildungsroman. His 
reading of the form is grounded in his wider effort to recuperate the Victorian 
tradition of moral intuitionism, the view that there are objective moral truths and 
that we share an innate capacity to apprehend them directly. Rosenthal argues that 
utilitarianism has held too much sway in our understanding of Victorian 
conceptions of morality as well as in our interpretation of the Victorian novel, and 
WKDWGXHDWWHQWLRQWRWKHDJH·VULYDOSKLORVRSK\LQWXLWLRQLVP³ associated with 
figures such as William Whewell and H. L. Mansell ³ casts light on the narrative 
effects of Victorian novels as well as Victorian aesthetic theory. He simultaneously 
seeks to clarify how moral intuitionism covertly shapes modern literary criticism. 
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 Although Rosenthal denies that he wishes to vindicate moral intuitionism as a 
philosophy, his adoption of it as an interpretive framework amounts to an at least 
partial endorsement, and it has distinctive consequences for his reading of the 
bildungsroman. He accepts the view that the bildungsroman has a disciplinary, 
normative drive but grants that drive more intellectual dignity than has been 
customary among modern critics of the form. ,QKLVDFFRXQWWKHKHURRUKHURLQH·V
ultimate integration into the social order should be appreciated as a complex act of 
reinterpretation: he or she comes to recognise that his or her desires were always 
thoroughly social, part of a sensus communis or shared understanding, and thus to 
HPEUDFHWKHFRPPXQDOJRRGLVQRWPHUHO\WRVDFULILFHRQH·VLQGLYLGXDOGHVLUHVWRWKH
collective but to grasp their true, socially mediated nature. In other words, where 
modern critics have generally been suspicious of how the bildungsroman strives to 
reconcile the individual to the given order of things, Rosenthal attempts to explain 
why this dialectical resolution is aesthetically satisfying. At the same time, he argues 
that the conventional bildung plot attempts to resolve the problem of free will in a 
PDQQHUDNLQWR,PPDQXHO.DQW·VVRPHZKDWP\VWLI\LQJVROXWLRQ'LFNHQV·V3LSLQ
Great Expectations (1861) and John Stuart Mill in his Autobiography (1873) arrive at a 
sense of freedom retrospectively, by recognising that they have always already made 
a moral choice; although a given choice in the present appears to be determined by 
the iron chain of causality, the protagonist recognises that he or she chose a prior 
link in the chain. Rosenthal then extends these arguments to the perspective of the 
reader: her pleasure in the narrative derives from this reconciliation of character 
freedom and the determinism of plot. Further, we do not need to feel ashamed of the 
narrowness or seeming arbitrariness of the modern canon of Victorian novels (many 
of which are bildungsroman) because the modern reader repeats the same journey as 
the bildung protagonist: finding an apparently individualistic pleasure in Jane Eyre or 
David Copperfield, he or she fact realises the capacity to participate in a well-
established sensus communis. 
 5RVHQWKDO·VDUJXPHQWZKLFKLVWRRLQWULFDWHWRGRIXOOMXVWLFHKHUHGRHVQRW
UHDOO\FRXQWHU0RUHWWL·VFKDUJHWKDWWKH(QJOLVKbildungsroman is a complacent fairy-
tale genre and that the English protagonist is essentially regressive, venturing into 
the world only to affirm the plenitude of his or her childhood feelings. Nor does 
5RVHQWKDOWU\WRFRQWHVW0RUHWWL·VDUJXPHQWWKDWVXFKbildung plots encode a 
conservative or liberal/reformist politics, and that the ultimate containment of the 
KHURRUKHURLQH·VUHEHOOLRXVHQHUJLHVV\PEROLFDOO\VHUYHVWRFRQWDLQWKHWKUHDWRI
political revolution. Moral intuitionism is often understood to be an intrinsically 
conservative philosophy, and it is somewhat frustrating that Rosenthal never 
FODULILHVZKHWKHUKHFRQVLGHUVLWVR,QWKLVFRQWH[WKLVFKRLFHRI0LOO·VDXWRELRJUDSK\
as an exemplary bildungsroman VHHPVSURYRFDWLYHDV5RVHQWKDOKLPVHOIQRWHV0LOO·V
antipathy toward moral intuitionism was as much moral and political as it was 
logical, grounded in his conviction that it served to place superstition and prejudice 
beyond the reach of rational critique. 5RVHQWKDO·VERRNDVDZKROHLVDQLQWULJXLQJ
experiment in trying to read with the grain of an imagined Victorian-yet-also-
contemporary common reader, whose moral feelings and taste for what are often 
FRQVLGHUHG¶ORZ·DHVWKHWLFSOHDVXUHV³ jokes, suspense, happy endings, readability 
³ are shown to have real philosophical depth. Yet the discussion of Mill inevitably 
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calls to mind the political tensions that are being neutralised by the projection of this 
Victorian/modern sensus communis of pleasure-driven readers: Mill would not doubt 
find the bildungsroman logic described by Rosenthal maddening rather than 
aesthetically pleasurable, precisely because it rests on unfalsifiable appeals to gut 
feeling, or quasi-P\VWLFDODSSHDOVWRWKHSDVW*LYHQ5RVHQWKDO·VHPSKDVLVRQZKDW
feels right to the reader and his suggestion that moral intuitionism is a secret 
undercurrent in modern literary criticism, it is also odd that he does not address the 
fact that the endings of bildungsromane such as Jane Eyre and David Copperfield have 
often felt very wrong, both morally and aesthetically, to contemporary literary 
FULWLFVDV3UHZLWW%URZQ·VHVVD\DGGUHVVHVLQGHSWKLWLVDFULWLFDOFOLFKpWKDWWKHLU
resolutions aim to reconcile us to a form of injustice or oppression, and are thus 
found improbable or disturbing. It may be that this particular sensus communis is in 
the process of breaking down: Good Form exemplifies the recent critical desire to 
relax the hermeneutics of suspicion and explore more hedonistic and affirmative 
ways of reading.  
 In his introduction, Rosenthal expresses doubt that literature has the 
transformative power that literary critics have often ascribed to it. Yet he seems 
more relieved than anxious about the possibility that literature makes nothing 
happen: it liberates the critic to explore other questions (p. 6). (OLVKD&RKQ·VStill Life: 
Suspended Development in the Victorian Novel (2015) also articulates a certain 
exhaustion with the obligation to make large claims for the political stakes of 
reading Victorian literature (pp. 184-194). Fatigue, and the wish to hibernate from 
worldly commitments and activities, are also the subjects of her book, though she 
does not explicitly DGGUHVVWKHFRQQHFWLRQEHWZHHQWKH¶%HDXWLIXO6RXO·WKHPHDQG
the bildungsroman. According to Cohn, the Victorian bildungsroman is punctuated by 
lapses ³ lyric moments of languor, distraction, or passivity ³ that postpone the 
developmental trajectory of the plot. Where a previous generation of critics might 
have claimed that such interruptions are moments of political subversion or critique, 
or at least that they show some glimmer of utopian possibility, Cohn insists that they 
have no purpose beyond themselves. 
 ¶$HVWKHWLFLVP·LVWKHILQDOZRUGRI&RKQ·VERRNDQGWKURXJKRXWLWDSSHDUVWR
be her real subject. Yet her chosen writers ³ Charlotte Brontë, Eliot, George 
Meredith, and Hardy ³ are not conventionally associated with aestheticism or 
decadence, and Cohn oddly suppresses the fact that there was a Victorian literary 
and artistic movement dedicated to exploring the unproductive states of being that 
interest her. The extent to which novels by Brontë, Eliot, Meredith, and Hardy can 
read like works of decadent aestheticism, at least in certain passages, is beautifully 
revealed in her close readings, and perhaps she felt it was too obvious a point to 
spell out: the book is remarkable for its erudition and subtlety. Nonetheless, her 
overall argument depends upon an identification of the bildungsroman with the 
strenuousness of high Victorian ideology: the gospel of work, the self-surveillance 
DQGSHUIHFWLRQLVPRIWKH3URWHVWDQWFRQVFLHQFHWKH¶SURJUHVV·RIFDSLWDOLVPDQG
empire. Some acknowledgment of aestheticism and decadence might have 
complicated this characterisation of the meaning of bildung in Victorian culture. 
 CoKQ·VDFFRXQWRI9LFWRULDQbildung collapses two concepts that Gregory 
&DVWOH·VReading the Modernist Bildungsroman (2006) usefully prises apart. Castle 
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suggests first that there are two distinct traditions of bildung within German 
Romanticism: the first, associated with Goethe, was more mystical, elitist, and 
invested in the arts as a touchstone for self-cultivation; the second, associated with 
Wilhelm von Humboldt, was more practical, democratically minded, and 
preoccupied with education as a mechanism of personal development (pp. 34-47). 
Castle then posits a further split: the nineteenth century rationalised and 
bureaucratised the Romantic ideals of self-development and inner culture, and 
9LFWRULDQZULWHUVSURGXFHD¶VRFLDOO\SUDJPDWLF·bildung, which essentially works to 
manufacture consent to bourgeois social norms (pp. 47-62). This sets the stage for 
PRGHUQLVWVWRUHGLVFRYHUWKHUDGLFDOSRWHQWLDOODWHQWLQWKH¶DHVWKHWLFR-VSLULWXDO·
tradition: its ideals of creative autonomy and self-cultivation can be reclaimed 
(though only to be subjected to a negative dialectics that Castle understands as the 
signature of modernist art). Although he pays careful attention to Mill and Thomas 
Carlyle as proponents of bildung and treDWV+DUG\·VJude the Obscure  and Oscar 
:LOGH·VA Picture of Dorian Gray (1890) as honorary modernist texts, Victorian 
OLWHUDWXUHIDUHVOLWWOHEHWWHULQ&DVWOH·VDFFRXQWRIWKHbildungsroman than it does in 
0RUHWWL·s: it is the dull bourgeois way station between the bohemian adventures of 
Romanticism and modernism. Nonetheless, critics of Victorian literature can adopt 
his taxonomy of the different varieties of bildung without fully accepting his sense of 
a sharp Victorian/modernist divide. 
&DVWOH·VGLVWLQFtion between the socially pragmatic and aesthetico-spiritual 
traditions of bildung might have enabled Cohn to perceive the critical and creative 
potential of the bildungsroman rather than treat it simply as a formalisation of social 
norms. &RKQUHVLVWVDVFULELQJDQ\SXUSRVHRUFOHDUYDOXHWRWKH¶O\ULF·PRPHQWVVKH
dwells on in Brontë, Eliot, Hardy, and Meredith because she fears to do so is to 
succumb to the oppressive logic of socially pragmatic bildung. Such passages might 
be placed within the aesthetico-spiritual tradition of bildung, and would seem to 
attest to the fact that this tradition had continued vitality in Victorian culture. The 
literature we associate with aestheticism and decadence is another more obvious 
tributary of this tradition, and indeed, Andrew Eastham has anatomised how Pater, 
James, and Wilde negotiate the legacy of Romantic bildung in his Aesthetic Afterlives: 
Irony, Literary Modernity, and the Ends of Beauty (2011). 
 
The Shadow Bildungsroman: Victorian Science and Psychology 
 
&RKQ·VStill Life also exemplifies the growing critical impetus to reappraise the 
bildungsroman in the light of nineteenth-century scientific materialism and 
physiological psychology. As her book and recent articles by Jill Ehnenn (2017), 
Natalie Huffels (2011), Elisabeth Jay (2010), and Anna-Julia Zwierlein (2012) clarify, a 
large body of Victorian scientific theory undermined the Enlightenment optimism 
upon which the ideal of bildung was founded. Although this is not an explicit aim of 
&RKQ·VERRNRUDQ\RIWKHDIRUHPHQWLRQHGDUWLFOHVthis new critical focus on how the 
Victorian bildungsroman engages with contemporary scientific and psychological 
speculation also helps to complicate the cliché that the modernist bildungsroman 
undermined a sanguine Victorian belief in the unity and transparency of the self. 
6XFKZRUNVLPXOWDQHRXVO\FKDOOHQJHV0RUHWWL·VFODLPWKDWWKHFODVVLFDObildungsroman 
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became impossible after Eliot because its vision of a unified, rationally fulfilled 
personality was incompatible with the emergence of modern psychology. AV&RKQ·V
ERRNH[SORUHVLQUHODWLRQWR%URQWs(OLRW+DUG\DQG0HUHGLWKDQGDV+XIIHOV·V
DUWLFOHVKRZVLQUHODWLRQWR:LONLH&ROOLQV·VThe Woman in White (1859), many major 
Victorian novelists were inspired by new psychological theories which put 
Enlightenment rationalism into question. As a result, they produce bildungsroman 
which represent the mind as embodied, unreliable, and often opaque to itself.  
+XIIHOV·VDUWLFOHthe winner of Victorian Review·VDQQXDOJUDGXDWHHVVD\SUL]H
argues that The Woman in White draws upon theories of shock, memory, and double 
FRQVFLRXVQHVVWRFRQVWUXFWD¶VKDGRZ-bildungsroman·RQHZKLFKXQGHUVFRUHVWKH
impossibility of developing an integrated selfhood in the wake of psychic trauma. 
Meanwhile, Jay H[DPLQHVKRZ(OLRW·VThe Mill on the Floss DQG+DUG\·VJude the 
Obscure respond to the secularisation of memory: where the Christian tradition 
endowed memory with ethical and metaphysical value, Victorian science and 
psychology demystified it as a physiological reflex. Zwierlein anatomises the impact 
of a wide range of nineteenth-century scientific and psychological paradigms upon 
Victorian renderings of the bildungsroman, including anthropometry, physiological 
models of habit formation and theories of organic memory, heredity, and 
degeneration. Focussing on the representation of social class and embodiment in 
Oliver Twist (1838), David Copperfield, and Jude the Obscure, she examines how 
Victorian scientific theories cast doubt on liberal ideals of rational autonomy and 
self-improvement, while also seeming to render class identity a matter of biological 
destiny. Ehnenn also casts fresh light on the interplay between eugenics, 
degeneration theory, and the tendency of the Victorian bildungsroman WR¶HQIRUFH
QRUPDOF\· (p. 152)6KHUHDGV/XFDV0DOHW·VThe History of Sir Richard Calmady (1901) 
DQG+DUG\·VJude the Obscure through the lenses of queer and disability studies, 
suggesting that both novels challenge the social stigma attached to non-normative 
bodies and desires.  
EhnHQQ·VDQG=ZLHUOHLQ·VVKDUHGLQWHUHVWLQODWH9LFWRULDQHXJHQLFLVWWKRXJKW
leads them both to dwell on the representation of minor characters in the 
bildungsroman. Both note that minor characters tend to lack psychological depth and 
to be defined by their physiological traits, and that this caricatural status serves to 
create the exceptional humanity of the protagonist. Neither Ehnenn nor Zwierlein 
HQJDJHGLUHFWO\ZLWK$OH[:RORFK·VThe One vs. the Many: Minor Characters and the 
Space of the Protagonist in the Novel (2009), but their comments on the subject are a 
useful supplement to his reflections on how nineteenth-century novelists used the 
distiQFWLRQEHWZHHQDQRYHO·VSURWDJRQLVWDQGLWVPLQRUFKDUDFWHUVWRWKLQNWKURXJK
the problematics of democracy. 
 
The Prose of Circumstances: Education, Work, and Democratic Politics 
 
As noted, Moretti claims that the banality of the English bildungsroman is a product 
of its democratic spirit: breaking with the desire to emulate aristocratic culture more 
fully than the Continental version, it celebrates stolid virtues like plainness, 
sincerity, and ordinariness (pp. 181-228). Castle ventures a similar argument, linking 
mid-century liberalism and the extension of educational opportunities in Victorian 
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England to the rise of a utilitarian bildung, oriented toward institutions and social 
mobility rather than more nebulous ideals of inwardness and aesthetic development 
(pp. 45-57). 
 Richard Salmon (2013) accords a central place to the bildungsroman in his 
study of the professionalisation of literature in the nineteenth century. He affirms the 
view that the English bildungsroman is more prosaic and preoccupied with work than 
the European version, but he richly contextualises this point by situating it in 
relation to the material realities of authorship and developing ideals of the literary 
profession. In particular, he demonstrates that Victorian writers turned to the 
bildungsroman in order to at once think through and subtly polemicise on behalf of 
ZKDWKHFDOOVWKH¶GLVHQFKDQWPHQWRIWKHDXWKRU·³ the transition from Romantic 
notions of genius to the more mundane yet still prestigious ideal of the professional 
writer (pp. 8-16). Although he devotes a requisite chapter to David Copperfield as a 
canonical bildungsroman, the compelling force of his argument derives from the 
extent to which he has recovered a half-forgotten literary history: he focusses on 
Edward Bulwer-/\WWRQ·VErnest Maltravers (1837) and Alice: Or, the Mysteries (1838), 
%HQMDPLQ'LVUDHOL·VContarini Fleming *+/HZHV·Ranthorpe (1847), and W. 
07KDFNHUD\·VHistory of Pendennis (1848-50), and on the complex debate among 
these writers about the nature of the literary vocation, which was conducted both via 
the bildungsroman and in the periodical press. Salmon shows that the more pragmatic 
focus of the English bildungsroman is not an effect of mere philistinism ³ as he 
documents, English authors were often highly conscious of Wilhelm Meister as a 
model and of the German Romantic tradition more generally ³ but of a desire to 
construct realistic narratives of literary apprenticeship. He also emphasises the self-
reflexivity and dialectical sophistication of the English bildungsroman, which 
attempts to retain some of the glamour of the Romantic vision of the artist even as it 
exposes that ideal to the exigencies of the marketplace.  
 &KULVWLDQH*DQQRQ·V (2014, 2015) two articles on the Victorian bildungsroman 
also emphasise its pragmatic sensibility, but she argues that in the cases of the 
writers she examines ³ Walter Besant and Wells ³ this is paradoxically rooted in 
political idealism: it is an effect of their efforts to render the form amenable to 
democratic and socialist principles. Gannon delineates a late nineteenth- and early 
twentieth-century tradition of linking aesthetic education to egalitarian ideals, and 
VXJJHVWVWKDW%HVDQW·VAll Sorts and Conditions of Men DQG:HOOV·The Bulpington 
of Blup (1932) are attempts to incarnate this philosophy in the bildungsroman. Both 
essays are efforts to reappraise little read (and when read, generally disparaged) 
novels, and Gannon makes an interesting case for how some of their indigestible 
features can be appreciated as part of a coherent political project. (I include her 
DUWLFOHRQ:HOOV·QRYHOQRWRQO\EHFDXVHDVVKHQRWHV:HOOVWHQGVWREHWUHDWHG
as a Victorian rather than a modernist writer, but because much of her analysis of 
The Bulpington of Blup is relevant to his earlier comic bildungsromane, Love and Mr. 
Lewisham [1900], Kipps [1905], and The History of Mr. Polly [1910], and may be of 
LQWHUHVWWR9LFWRULDQLVWVFKRODUVRIWKHJHQUH*DQQRQ·VDUWLFOHVDSSHDUWREH
previews of a welcome monograph which would use the bildungsroman and the 
tradition of democratic idealism to bridge the divide between Victorian and 
modernist literature. 
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 $QQD%RJHQ·V:RPHQ·V8QLYHUVLW\)LFWLRQ-1945 (2013) concentrates 
mainly on novels published after the Victorian period, but it argues that the 
bildungsroman SURYLGHGDFUXFLDOWHPSODWHIRUWKHUHSUHVHQWDWLRQRIZRPHQ·V
experiences of university life from the late Victorian period onwards. Bogen 
interrogates the critical commonplace that the bildungsroman is an inhospitable genre 
for both women writers and women protagonists because it presupposes modes of 
freedom and education from which women have been traditionally debarred. Her 
DQDO\VLVRIDODUJHERG\RIIRUJRWWHQSRSXODUDQG¶PLGGOHEURZ·XQLYHUVLW\QRYHOVE\
women writers or featuring women protagonists suggests that the bildungsroman 
was in fact an appealing genre for writers precisely because of its capacity to capture 
the dissonances between romantic ideals and social experience. Her book also offers 
a useful overview of the phenomenon of the university novel, which she regards as a 
subgenre of the bildungsroman, and insight into how Oxford and Cambridge 
universities served to institutionalise ideals of bildung in Britain. 
 
Colonial Coming of Age 
 
Although it bills itself as a book about literary moderniVP-HG(WV\·VUnseasonable 
Youth: Modernism, Colonialism, and the Fiction of Development (2011) is equally, or 
perhaps more, significant as a contribution to Victorian studies: the majority of 
bildungsromane under consideration are Victorian or Edwardian (OLRW·VMill on the 
Floss, 2OLYH6FKUHLQHU·VStory of an African Farm >@:LOGH·VPicture of Dorian Gray, 
5XG\DUG.LSOLQJ·VKim >@:HOOV·VTono-Bungay >@DQG-RVHSK&RQUDG·VLord 
Jim >@(WV\VHHNVWRH[WHQGWKHSROLWLFDOUHDFKRI0RUHWWL·VWay of the World by 
arguing that the classical bildungsroman was a means of allegorising Romantic 
nationalism, with the harmonious maturation of the protagonist doubling as a wish-
fulfilment of nationalist aspirations. According to Etsy, the plausibility of such 
organicist allegories began to fragment under the contradictions of colonialism, 
SURGXFLQJPRGHUQLVP·VGLVWLQFWLYHQDUUDWLYHVRIIDLOXUHUHJUHVVLRQDQGVWDJQDWLRQ
³ though as noted, he GLVFRYHUVVXFK¶PRGHUQLVW·LQQRYDWLRQLQDFRQVLGHUDEOH
number of Victorian novels. What Moretti takes to be the static fairytale innocence of 
the English bildungsroman protagonist, Etsy suggests is a more politically and 
aesthetically interesting condition of arrested development. His book sustains a high 
level of theoretical sophistication throughout while offering inspired readings of his 
chosen novels, and he persuasively reveals the ideological density of the trope of 
¶XQVHDVRQDEOH\RXWK·LQWKHUHSUHsentation of colonialism. Yet a certain tension is 
produced by his effort to bring some of the insights of work on the postcolonial 
bildungsroman to bear on reading the representation of colonialism in Victorian and 
early twentieth-century novels. It is commonly observed that, as Jopi Nyman (2009) 
SXWVLW¶SRVW-colonial uses of the bildungsroman are counterdiscursive and write 
against the idealised notion of the autonomous individual imagined in canonised 
(XURSHDQFODVVLFVIURP*RHWKHWR'LFNHQV·(p. 94). All of Ets\·VFKRVHQZULWHUVDUHRI
white European descent and most could, to varying and complicated degrees, be 
considered beneficiaries or agents of colonialism, rather than victims of it; yet the 
logic of his argument is to transfer the counterdiscursive prerogative now 
conventionally associated with the postcolonial bildungsroman (as well as with 
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feminist handlings of the form) to them. His analysis attends to these complexities 
judiciously, but his over-arching emphasis on how the trope of failed or thwarted 
bildung transcends the coloniser/colonised binary has the uneasy effect of implying 
that colonialism blighted all youthful potential indifferently, rather than facilitating 
the flourishing of some at the cost of others. 
 0DQG\7UHDJXV·VEmpire Girls: The Colonial Heroine Comes of Age (2010) 
reckons with the question of colonial guilt and complicity more directly. It gives 
extended attention to three bildungsromane E\9LFWRULDQRU(GZDUGLDQ¶1HZ:RPHQ·
from different outposts of the British empire ² 6FKUHLQHU·VStory of an African Farm 
6RXWK$IULFD6DUD-HDQQHWWH'XQFDQ·VA Daughter of Today (1894, Canada), and 
+HQU\+DQGHO5LFKDUGVRQ·VThe Getting of Wisdom (Ethel Richardson, 1910, 
Australia). Treagus understands the Victorian bildungsroman as complicit in 
colonialism at least insofar as it purveyed a myth of meritocracy that was covertly 
reliant on imperial expansion. Her book is simultaneously a contribution to the now 
considerable body of scholarship which considers how the premise of a female 
protagonist disrupts the generic conventions of the bildungsroman. Her analysis 
focusses on how Schreiner, Duncan, and Handel Richardson struggle with a sense of 
double marginality as women and as writers on the colonial periphery, and traces 
how they by turns confront and evade the links between colonial and patriarchal 
power. 
 7RELDV%RHV·ZRUNRIFRPSDUDWLYHFULWLFLVPFormative Fictions: Nationalism, 
Cosmopolitanism and the Bildungsroman (2012), concentrates mostly on the German 
literary tradition but includes a FKDSWHURQ(OLRW·VDaniel Deronda (1876) and its 
overall argument has important consequences for future work on questions of 
empire, nation, and the Anglophone bildungsroman. Like Etsy and Treagus, Boes sees 
the bildungsroman as entangled with the rise of modern nationalism, but he 
emphasises that the identification of the form with ideals of teleology and 
normativity does not tally with the empirical evidence. Instead, he argues that the 
bildungsroman DOZD\VSURGXFHG¶FRVPRSROLWDQUHPDLQGHUV· (p. 3) and that the logic 
of genre does not serve to stabilise nationalist ideologies so much as gesture toward 
the possibility of world literature. He also points out that literary critics find the 
teleology they interrogate for when they interpret the bildungsroman insofar as they 
fixate on the endings of novels and assume that this must be the real locus of 
meaning; in fact, the genre tends to understand human development in organicist 
terms, and has a rich repertoire of techniques for representing it as such. 
 
The Bildungsroman and/or the Novel of Disillusionment 
 
Most of the critical work discussed here treats the bildungsroman as a spurious 
apologia: it naturalises the way things are by presenting social orthodoxy as the 
getting of wisdom, the rich reward of growing up. At the same time, it is now 
conventional to admit that the affirmative, social-adjustment model of the 
bildungsroman is something of a critical mirage. The group of Victorian and early 
(GZDUGLDQQRYHOVURXWLQHO\GHVLJQDWHG¶DQWL-bildungsromane·¶FULWLTXHV·RIWKH
bildungsroman, bildungsromane RI¶QRQ-IXOILOPHQW·RU ¶PHWD-ELOGXQJVURPDQ·(which 
LQFOXGHV%URQWs·VVillette >@(OLRW·VMill on the Floss, 6FKUHLQHU·VStory of an African 
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Farm, +DUG\·V7HVVRIWKHG·8UEHUYLOOHV[1891] and Jude the Obscure, :LOGH·VPicture of 
Dorian Gray, &RQUDG·VLord Jim, and several Wells novels, though it might be 
expanded to include many less firmly canonical texts) is larger than the body of 
¶FODVVLF·bildungsroman %URQWs·VJane Eyre, 'LFNHQV·VGreat Expectations and David 
Copperfield, DQG(OLRW·VMiddlemarch and Daniel Deronda(YHQ(OLRW·VMiddlemarch is 
a problem case, and for the very reason Moretti exempted it from his general 
indictment of the English bildungsroman tradition: its real subjects are failure and 
GLVLOOXVLRQPHQW7KHIDFWWKDW¶FODVVLF·bildungsroman such as Jane Eyre and 
Daniel Deronda are by authors who also produced novels commonly celebrated as 
anti-bildungsroman (Villette and The Mill on the Floss) is suggestive of how the 
category is at risk of being overshadowed by its negations, especially since it is often 
argued that women writers like Brontë and Eliot necessarily have a fraught 
relationship with the ideal of bildung and thus with the form. 
Etsy defends his own use of the classical bildungsroman model on the grounds 
WKDW¶JHQUHVDUHDOPRVWDOZD\VHPSW\VHWVWKDWVKDSHOLWHUDU\KLVWRU\E\WKHLU
QHJDWLRQGHYLDWLRQYDULDWLRQ· (p. 18)7KHLQYRFDWLRQRI¶OLWHUDU\KLVWRU\·KHUHLV
slippery: Etsy is referring both to the influence of generic conventions on novelists 
and to the fact that the bildungsroman KDVEHHQD¶UHFXUUHQWREMHFWRI>«@WKHRUHWLFal 
GHVLUH· (p. 18). But the problem is that the theoretical desire for the classical 
bildungsroman has only a tenuous connection to literary history, and this way of 
justifying its continued critical career repeats the conservative logic the genre is 
thought to embody: although nobody really believes in the existence of the classical 
bildungsroman, we need to keep affirming its value as a theoretical framework 
because it has been handed down to us. This logic also represses the question of 
whether critical preoccupation with the classical bildungsroman distorts our readings 
of nineteenth-century literature and culture. ,VREHO$UPVWURQJ·VUHFHQWNovel Politics: 
Democratic Imaginations in Nineteenth Century Fiction (2017) suggests that it does: she 
argues it has helped to obscure the extent to which nineteenth-century novels 
participate in a democratic and egalitarian imaginary. She observes that the 
QLQHWHHQWKFHQWXU\QRYHOVRI¶GLVSRVVHVVLRQDQGGHUHOLFWLRQ·DUH¶HTXDOO\LIQRWPRUH
SRZHUIXO·WKDQWKHbildungsroman narrative of individual self-realisation, and reveal 
WKHFDSDFLW\RIWKHQRYHOIRUPWR¶H[SRVHV\VWHPLFLQHTXLW\· (p. 19).  
 Lukács·Theory of the Novel (1914-15) is one of the key sources of the notion of 
the bildungsroman as a totalising genre of social integration. Yet Lukács 
DFNQRZOHGJHGWKDWLQ¶PRVWLQGLYLGXDOFDVHVWKHGLYLGLQJOLQH·EHWZHHQLWDQG
DQRWKHUW\SHRIQRYHO¶WKHQRYHORIGLVLOOXVLRQPHQW·LV¶IOXLG·p. 136). This type of 
QRYHOGUDPDWLVHVD¶SURIRXQGGLVVRQDQFHEHWZHHQEHKDYLRXr and soul, between 
RXWZDUGGHVWLQ\DQGLQQHUIDWH·p. 116). Although he does not explicitly invoke the 
¶&RQIHVVLRQV·VHFWLRQRIWilhelm Meister RU+HJHO·VGLVFXVVLRQVRIWKHWRSLFKLV
DQDWRP\RIWKH¶1RYHORI'LVLOOXVLRQPHQW·UHVRQDWHVVWURQJO\ZLWKWKH ¶%HDXWLIXO
6RXO·SDUDGLJPLukács conflates the novel of disillusionment with its protagonist, 
and suggests that they suffer equally from the malaise of Romantic solipsism: such 
QRYHOVKDYHD¶FRQWHPSODWLYH·UDWKHUWKDQDQ¶DFWLYH·SURWDJRQLVWDQGH[KLELt an 
¶RYHU-intensified, over-determined desire for an ideal life as opposed to a real one, a 
desperate recognition of the fact that this desire is doomed to remain unsatisfied, a 
utopia based from the start on an uneasy conscience and the certainty of defeDW·p. 
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116). Lukács wrote Theory of the Novel prior to embracing Marxism and when he still 
thought that the Hegelian ideal of synthetic wholeness was the supreme test of 
aesthetic value. He thus valorises the bildungsroman and treats the novel of 
disillusionment as an inferior genre, one always on the verge of dissolving into 
incoherence, maudlin pessimism, or mere navel-gazing. Yet he nonetheless betrays 
an attraction to the kind of proto-modernist fragmentation and alienation embodied 
in the novel of disillusionment. He suggests that at its finest, this type of novel 
discovers profound meaning in failure: 
 
By a strange and melancholy paradox, the moment of failure is the moment of 
value; the comprehending and experiencing oIOLIH·VUHIXVDOVLVWKHVRXUFH
from which the fullness of life seems to flow. What is depicted is the total 
absence of any fulfilment of meaning, yet the work attains the rich and 
rounded fullness of a true totality of life (p. 126) 
 
Lukács is writing priPDULO\LQSUDLVHRI)ODXEHUW·V/·eGXFDWLRQVHQWLPHQWDOH(1869), but 
the comment could serve as a beautiful gloss on Villette, Jude the Obscure, The Story of 
an African Farm, DQGSUREDEO\PDQ\RWKHUQRYHOVFXUUHQWO\ODEHOOHG¶DQWL-
bildungsroman·or modernist critiques of the form.   
-HIIUH\6DPPRQV·VFDOOWRUHVWULFWWKHXVDJHRIWKHWHUPbildungsroman has 
obviously gone unheeded, and only inspired elaborate forms of critical self-
consciousness about the genre. Most of the work surveyed here relies on the classical 
definition because it is a standard against which to measure the critical force of a 
SDUWLFXODUQRYHO·VGHSLFWLRQRIEDGHGXFDWLRQEOLJKWHGSRWHQWLDORUIDLOXUH In other 
words, critics remain attached to the classical bildungsroman because it seems like the 
ultimate genre of FUXHORSWLPLVPWRERUURZ/DXUHQW%HUODQW·V(2011) term: it 
signifies an ideal of human flourishing which can only be a destructive fantasy given 
WKHVRFLDOFRQGLWLRQVRIWKHQRYHO·VSURWDJRQLVW7KLVPRGHORIWKe bildungsroman in 
turn enables critics to articulate why the negativity of a larger body of coming-of-age 
novels should be read as dissident and experimental. But what if we proceeded 
instead from the assumption that when Schreiner wrote Story of an African Farm or 
Hardy wrote Jude the Obscure, they imagined they were contributing to a rich 
tradition of novels of disillusionment and failure? We should retain the term 
bildungsroman ³ it seems too late to banish it  ³ but recognise that it might refer to 
either an affirmative or profoundly negative coming-of-age narrative (or to an 
ambiguous composite of these alternatives), and that such novels may sustain or 
subvert dominant ideologies. Lukács did not attempt to theorise why the distinction 
between the affirmative, totalising bildungsroman and the novel of disillusionment is 
usually hard to discern, but doing so seems a much more interesting task for future 
scholars than continuing to pretend that the former type of novel tyrannised over the 
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